ILLUMINATIVE ANALYSIS
Unpacking the Mascot Debate:

Native American Identification Predicts Opposition to Native Mascots

Study SUMMARY
In December 2019, researchers from the
University of Michigan and University of
California, Berkeley completed a large scale,
national empirical study of over 1,000 Native
Americans on their Attitudes towards Native
American mascots and the Washington NFL
team name “Redskins “(R*dsk*ns). The study
demonstrated high levels of opposition to
Native mascots and the R*dsk*ns team name.
Additionally, Native peoples who are most
highly identified with being Native American
are more opposed to the Washington team
name and Native mascots.

What debate?

Offensive vs. Not Offensive
There are two key stakeholders in the mascot debate
controversy on whether or not Native mascots are
offensive, including: 1) Native people, tribes, and
organizations that point to psychological research
demonstrating Native mascots undermine the wellbeing
of Native Americans, particularly youth; and 2) Sports
teams, schools and organizations who use Native
mascots who contend that Native mascots honor
Native peoples and are not offensive. Several polls have
been conducted over last 16 years on this issue. Polls
reported in the Washington Post in 2016 and 2019
have been used to silence Native peoples’ opposition to
the Washington team name and Native mascots. The
“Unpacking the Mascot Debate” study takes this debate
head-on with a fresh perspective.

Why is this study relevant?

This study is the first of its kind. Researchers specifically surveyed respondents in the context of their identification as
Native Americans. To date, this is the largest scientific study of the relationship between Native American identity and
attitudes toward Native mascots. The study also extends prior reports by examining variation in Native Americans’
attitudes along five demographic factors and three dimensions of Native American identification: legal and certificated
status, behavioral engagement, and psychological identification.
University-Led, Funded, & Peer Reviewed. The study, funded by the University of California, Berkeley, was conducted
by a team of social psychologists from Berkeley and the University of Michigan. It was peer reviewed by the Social
Psychological and Personality Science Journal.
Highlights the Nuance & Importance of Native Identity. The study results highlight the importance of considering the
unique and multifaceted aspects of identity, particularly when seeking to understand Native people’s attitudes
and experiences.
Diverse Research Team. This study was conducted by a diverse team of researchers including two Native Americans, Dr.
Stephanie Fryberg (Tulalip) and Julisa Lopez (Amah Mutsun Tribal Band), African American researcher Dr. Arianne
Eason, Afro Carribean researcher Dr. Nadia Jessop, and White American researcher Dr. Laura Brady. Together, they
understand the cultural barriers and nuances of conducting research with underrepresented populations.
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The unpacked results

1,021

There were 1,021 Native Americans surveyed during
the study in which 49% said that the Washington
R-word team name are offensive to them.
Important Note: The number of respondents were 2x the number of respondents
surveyed in previous polls published by the Washington Post.

Native American Identity
Native American peoples who
are most highly identified with
being Native American are the
people who are most opposed
to the R*dsk*ns team name
and the use of Native mascots.

Native youth
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67%

sixty-seven percent of
Native Americans who
are frequently engaged
with Native American
cultures (i.e., attend
pow wows, vote in tribal
elections, work in Native communities) offended by
the R*dsk*ns team name.

57%

Fifty-seven percent of people
who feel highly connected to
being Native American (i.e., whose
understanding of self is closely
tied to being Native American) are offended
by the Washington NFL team name.

Ages 18-24

Sixty-five percent
of Native Youth
(Ages 18-24) surveyed are
highly offended by the
r*dsk*ns team name and
the majority are opposed
to the team name and use
of Native mascots.

Nearly three-quarters of survey
respondents were bothered
when the Washington NFL
team’s rivals use insults
about Native American culture.

74%

Surveys for the “Unpacking the Mascot Debate” study where conducted through Qualtrics Panels.

